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Defining Artificial Intelligence



Defining Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not new, however, we are in a critical
phase where we have (a) computers that are fast enough to fit large
models, and (b) we have enough digital content to allow machines
to “learn’ ’.

An important class of AI models rely on learning from pre-defined
good answers: “supervised learning.’ ’ For example: we show the AI
pictures and tell it when there is a cat in it. The AI learns to
recognise pictures with cats. Given enough pictures, it seems like
the machine recognises cats just like us.
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Classical Algorithms: example linear
regression



Definition

The classical algorithms are those where the outcome (fitting of the
model) can be done in an analytic formula.

Example
To fit the linear model

y = ax + b

we optimize mina,b
(∑N

i=1(yi − ŷi)2
)

Hence, we can estimate a and b as follows:

â = σx ,y
σ2

x
= ρx ,y

σy
σx

=
∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)∑n
i=1(x − x̄)2

b̂ = ȳ − (âx̄)
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Linear Regression: visualisation
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Figure 1: Visualisation of predicting miles per galon with car weight. 5



Minorities (and other forms of bias)
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Figure 2: Small city cars (green) see their fuel consumption more
over-stated than others and weight influences the consumption more. They
are a minority and the model fails to capture their specific nature that is
more sensitive to weight. 6



Multiple Linear Regression

mpg = a1wt + a2hp + b

Also the parameters in this model can be calculated exactly and we
do not consider this as AI.
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Artificial Neural Netwowks
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Hype and Maturity
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General Adverserial Networks
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Some Amazing Examples of AI (i): Entire Companies

The success of:

• Netflix
• Google

• the search engine
• digital assistant

• Uber
• etc.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (i)

Figure 3: Picture to best knowledge public domain – face-swap gone
wrong
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (ii): Google

Figure 4: Copy from www.twitter.com.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (iii-a): Google Gemini: Feb 2024

Figure 5: Prompt: “Show me a portrait of the founding fathers of the
USA.” Image: Gemini.. 13



Some Amazing Failure of AI (iii-b): Google Gemini: Feb 2024

Figure 6: Prompt: “Generate an image of a 1943 German Soldier.” Image:
Gemini. 14



The price of built-in racism

Figure 7: The shares lost USD20, and with 12.46 Billion shares, this is
about 249.2 Billion USD market cap destroyed in 2 weeks time.
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Today’s pearls of Google’s persistent racism

Figure 8: Google cancelled the capability to generate images of their
racist engine, however it can still find images – retreived 2023-03-08.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (iv): Microsoft

Figure 9: Copy from www.twitter.com.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (v): Microsoft a year later

Figure 10: Copy from https://hothardware.com/news/microsoft-zo-
chatbot-goes-rogue-with-offensive-speech-tay-ai.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (vi): Impact on Real life

Figure 11: Source:
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/01/21/137783/algorithms-
criminal-justice-ai/

Examples: healthcare diagnostics, school outcome, etc.
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Some Amazing Failure of AI (vii): More on COMPAS

Figure 12: Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-
cage/wp/2016/10/17/can-an-algorithm-be-racist-our-analysis-is-more-
cautious-than-propublicas/
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Generative AI and Large Language
Models



Large Language Models

Now imagine an ANN trained on all texts digitally available. Such
model will have many internal layers and billions of parameters. The
AI is trained to predict the next word (auto-regressive) or missing
word (masked learning). Used in sequence this method creates
sentences.

Allow the AI to learn on the data (unsupervised learning), and add
some fine tuning (people providing the right answers and call this
RHLF (reinforced learning from human feedback)).

Congratulations, you have imagined a large language model (LLM)!
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Generative AI

You also heard the term “generative AI’ ’. Well, that is the wider
term for AI that is able to be creative in the sense that it can create
things that didn’t exist before. Well-known examples are structural
design elements, images, and text (the LLMs).

An AI that generates pictures will be constructed and trained
differently than an AI that provides conversations, but the basic
principles are the same.
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Emergent Abilities

LLMs might acquire the ability to do something that they are not
trained for. Given a critical level of complexity, they just can do it.

For example, LLMs seem to be able to speak Hinglish (combined
English and Hindi), without being trained for it. Other emergent
abilities are passing college-level exams, do multi-step arithmetic,
identify the intended meaning of a word out of the context, etc.

Note: Emergent Abilities

Already now, in the infancy of AI, we have models that display
“emergent abilities”: they can do things that they weren’t
really taught to do.
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Hallucinations

Sometimes the LLM will confidentially assert something that does
not follow from the data.

For example without fine tuning, most LLMs will answer “no” to the
question “Can I teach an old dog new tricks.” This is because of the
popular expression “One cannot teach an old dog new tricks?” or

Note: hallucinations

LLMs can “hallucinate”: they can make mistakes or show bias
even when the data does not really have that mistake or bias.
Those mistakes appear without warning!
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Some Amazing Examples of gen.AI (i): Dall.E

Figure 13: https://openai.com
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Some Amazing Examples of AI (ii): ChatGPT

Figure 14: https://openai.com – https://chat.openai.com/chat 26
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Some Amazing Examples of AI (iii): Research

Figure 15: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/ai-generates-
hypotheses-human-scientists-have-not-thought-of/ 27
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Some Amazing Examples of AI (iv): Creative Design

Figure 16: search on www.google.com "AI designed"
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Practical Applications of AI
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Banking Applications of AI

reduce operational costs

others

scale business

risk management

increase efficiency

customer experience

trading

size

gr
ow

th
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Examples of Applications

• Risk Management:

• real time transaction fraud detection (e.g. HSBC - Fraud
Analytics and Terrorist Financing, Goldman - Trade Fraud,
State Street - ML for portfolio risk, Nasdaq (AI surveillance)),

• lending fraud detection,

• regulatory compliance (e.g. JP Morgan uses COIN to screen
commercial loan agreements)

• Scale Business: digital marketing and campaign follow up

• Increase efficiency: bots, faster decisions, better decisions

• reduce operational costs: process automation, decision
intelligence, process screening

• customer experience: robo advisors, chatbots (e.g. BoA
“Erica”, HSBC “Amy”, SEB “Aida”)
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Use Cases for AI in Banking

customer churn prediction

customer segmentation and personalisation

transaction data enrichment

next best action

customer transaction fraud detection chatbots

revenue forecasting

credit scoring

virtual financial assistant

pricing and promotion analytics

threat detection and forensics

customer lifetime value estimation

contract analytics and optimisation

anti money laundering

portfolio credit risk optimisation

authentication optimisation

IT root cause analytics

enhanced due diligence

intelligent receivables reconsiliation

mortgage default prediction

feasability

va
lu

e
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Use Case Example 1: Citigroup

• Goal:

• more reliable credit worthiness assessment
• offer loans to customers that otherwise would have been

classified as too high risk
• Method:

• IBM Watson uses more than 1000 indicators (market
environment, client’s past actions, life events, email response
rates, LinkedIn interaction, Twitter activity, Facebook, etc.)

• IBM Watson “advises” based on deep learing and other methods

• Results:

• new products
• new customers
• lower false positive rate (hence less loss)
• higher profit
• effect on image as they “show empathy” and help customers in

difficult situations
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Use Case Example 2: UniCredit in Serbia

• Goal: increase sales via customer centric marketing

• Method:

• the data science team integrated data from 8 sources
• building marketing persona’s with the aid of AI (clustering)
• building models to predictive future customer’s needs, prefered

channel of communication, way of communication (frequency
media, tone of address), etc.

• Result in one year:

• sales increased by 46%
• number of campaigns increased by 65% (whithout more

customer dissatisfaction)
• 30% of the total sales attributed to this initiative

34
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Use Case Example 3: Credit Card Approvals in Turkey

• Goal: target lower value segments in a challenging market
(people exect digital experience and fast decisions)

• Method:

• used AI to provide real-time scoring and decision
• used SAP" “Infinite Insight” for fraud modelling (15 days

turnaround)

• Results:

• increase in reviewed applications from 13% to 100%
• 92% of fraud cases identified (3 times more than before)
• false fraud alerts reduced from 100,000 to 10,000 per month
• estimated savings of $25,000 per day (100% ROI achieved in

one week)
• more customers in difficult segments

35
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Key Hurdles

• AI skilled staff that work together with specialists in banking
and ethical use of AI

• Data (quality, access, and governance)
• AI literacy to create trust in AI (well, you are here) – reduce the

fear of the unknown – AI literacy and Data Science programs
• Finding a starting point (getting started is the most difficult)
• Vendor Management: integration, compatibility, keeping

oversight, black-box solutions
• Cultural differences (e.g. there is more trust towards AI in

Germany than UK) – involve people early – be transparent
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Organisational AI maturity: Where are you?

• Level 1: Talk about AI = AI Awareness

• A special AI team
• Explore options, careful buildup towards first case

• Level 2: AI lab phase = Activation

• Experimentation with data science
• Careful experiments in side aspects (e.g. digital assistant)
• Some successful POCs exist

• Level 3: AI CoE phase: POCs in production = Operational
concern

• Value of AI in production can be measured
• CoE helps to exchange ideas and solutions
• More projects appear
• AI strategy emerges

• Level 4: hybrid organisation = AI is systemic

• AI becomes disruptive (things become possible thanks to AI)
• Roles and skill requirements change
• Ownership at the top of the organisation of AI strategy, ethics,

risk management and clear governance

• Level 5: Transormational use of AI

• Products and lines of business that only exist thanks to AI
• humans and AI work together in symbiosis
• AI is omnipresent
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Skills needed for Data Science and AI

• The overarching basics:

• Math and statistics
• Ethics
• Modelling and financial mathematics

• IT Skills:

• Data management and manipulation
• Big Data
• Programming

• Banking SMEs

• thorough understanding of the balance sheet, competitors and
marketing

• strategic insight and C-level ownership

Stay in control
Assure compliance with rules and regulations, enforce ethical
standards, avoid the ING scenario (bad press because perceived
improper use of data)
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Key Governance Focus for AI

• Know what is happening

• follow Model Risk Management standards
• Have specialists, even when you buy black box models

• Assess Safety

• Independent Model Risk Management (MRM), even for black
boxes

• multidisciplinary MRM (maths, possible outcome, assumptions,
encrypthions, cyber security, etc.)

• ethical use, unbiased and respect privacy

• Can we trust it?

• MRM must validate the maths, assumptions
• Data quality is paramount
• Manage operational risk

• How to leverage it?

• What can we learn from it?
• How can we re-use the solution and learnings?
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Example 1 of AI Governance – RBS

• RBS (Natwest) has a dedicated Data Science team that
encompasses

• the hardware
• the data ingestion
• the data structure and governance (lake, big data, structured

data, golden source, use monitoring, passporting, etc.)
• the analytics (dynamic dashboards, ad hoc decision support,

mcda) with dedicated client centric teams for
• Private Bank
• Retail Bank
• The rest
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Example 2 of AI Governance – BNP Paribas

Dedicated “AI trust and risk mangement team”, closely
collaborating with

• Model Risk Management
• conduct and compliance risk
• operational process risk and resilience
• data protection, cybersecurity, and privacy risk
• information security risk
• cloud and technology risk
• third party technology risk
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The Future Impact of AI

The impact of AI will be proportional to how much we can
re-invent and rethink the business itself
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Conclusions



AI is Changing the World

• AI is the next industrial revolution and just as the steam
engine, steam train, car, electricity, petrochemical, and
computer revolution will change the world

• AI is still in its infancy (we expect to see much more in the
coming decades)

• Don’t miss out – consider the different phases and the AI CoE
(see slide 37)

• The abilities of large language models and generative AI are
based on association, just as in a linear regression. There is no
magic, nor conceptual understanding.

• AI might miss-understand smaller groups or “over-fit” and
exaggerate differences.

• LLMs can gain abilities that we didn’t directly teach them and
they can hallucinate.

• There are risks too: be careful
• The rise of AI creates massive ethical and societal issues.
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Some Recommendations

• Be ambitious (think about the 5 levels)

• Set up a CoE (maybe as part of your data and analytics
team? - See RBS example Slide 40)

• Solve the data issue (solve data quality and variety, build
your big data store, work on golden source structured data and
unstructured data lake)

• Stay close to the business and the C-suite

• the chief data science officer should be at the same level as the
chief IT person (C-level or just below reporting to the COO?)

• a CoE in an ivory tower is useless

• Above all be ethical

• governance, guidelines, regulations and compliance
• clear accountability
• do not forget any of data privacy, bias, fairness and strive for

transparency at all levels in order to assure the previous
• “green AI” with quantum computers
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Thank you!
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